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ABSTRACT
The regulationsthat currentlygovernrepositoriesfor spent fuel and high-level
waste requiredemonstrationsthatare sometimesdescribedas impossibleto make. To
make them will requirean understandingof the currentand the future phenomena at
repository sites; it will also require credible estimates of the probabilitiesthat the
phenomenawill occur in the distant future. Experts in many fields---earthsciences,
statistics, numericalmodeling, and the law--have questionedwhether any amount of
data collection can allow modelersto meetthese requirementswith enough confidence
to satisfy the regulators. In recent years some performanceassessmentshave begun to
shed light on this question because they use results of actual site investigations.
Although these studies do not settlethe questiondefinitively, a review of a recent totalsystem assessment suggests that compliance may be possible to demonstrate. The
review also suggests, however, that the demonstrationcan be only at the "reasonable"
levels of assurancementioned,butnot defined,in the regulations.
WHY THE QUESTION ARISES

-

When the U.S. EnvironmentalProtection Agency issued its standard for
repositoriescontaining radioactivewastes, the technical communityimmediatelyraised
questions aboutit. Indeed, the questionshad been under discussion for years, and the
issuance of the standard(as 40 CFR 191 in the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations)
simplybroughtthem to the attentionof morepeople. One of the most f;equently asked
questions was whether anyone could show convincingly that a proposed repository
would comply with the standard. This questionarose not merely because the standard
was complex. It arose mainly because to show compliance with it would requirethe
gatheringand analysis of informationin ways that much of the technical community
was not comfortablewith.
To see why the technicalcommunitywas concerned,it is helpful to review the
standardbriefly. UnderU.S. law, the EnvironmentalProtectionAgency (the EPA) was.
required to issue a standardfor use in determiningwhether a proposed repository,
constructeddeep underground,would adequatelyprotectthe generalenvironmentfrom
offsite releases of radioactivematerial. The law requiredthis standardto be "generally
_"applicable." The EPA thereforewrotea standardthat could be used'indeterminingthe.'"
safety of reposit__iesholdingdifferentkinds of waste in differentlocations.
This general standarddirectlyaddressedthe problem,which had perplexed the
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distantfutureas long-lived radionuclidesdecay. The standarddid so by requiring,first,
that an applicant for permission to establish a repository estimate the releases that 6 _
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might occur duringthe 10,000-year period afterthe repositoryhad been closed. That
requirement itself attracted some objection from the technical community: some
persons felt that 10,000 years is too long for credible prediction, no matter what
methods are used for the predicting. The standard,however, went further. It required,
second,that applicantstreatali the significantprocessesandevents that might affect the
ability of a repositoryto isolate waste. And it required,third,that applicantstreat them
probabilistically. Not only must applicantsestimate releases from the repository;they
must also estimatethe probabilitiesof occurrenceof thosereleases.
Much of the standardprovokeddiscussions and questions, but the latter two
requirementswere the main source of the question that is the title of this paper. To
identify all the events and processes that would be significant during lO,O00 years
Would, some persons felt, stretch the predictive capabilities of the earth and social
sciences beyond their reasonable bounds. Moreover, even persons who were not
skeptical of those predictivecapabilitiestendedto wonderwhether anyonecould make
technically convincing determinationsof the probabilitiesof occurrence.
The standard provided an answer to these questionings. Stated as briefly as
possible, the answerwas this: the standarddid not requirecomplete assurance. What
the standardrequiredwas "reasonableexpectation"that a proposedrepository would
meet the probabilisticlimits on releases during10,000years. By using this phrase,the
EPA tried to make a standardthat clearly recognizesthe difficulties in stretchi_ngthe
earth sciences. The supplementaryguidance that the EPA attached to the standard
expanded this recognition;it gave additionalexplanationsabout the level of detail that
the EPA would considersufficient evidenceof compliance.
Nevertheless, the basic questionremains--at least partly because the standard,
by design, does not fully define "reasonableassurance." This papersuggestsan answer
to the question.
THE BASIS FOR THE ANSWER GIVEN IN THIS PAPER
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Answers to the basic question--is it possible to show compliance?--are
emergingas the technical community gains experience with the standard. Since 1985,
when the standardfirstappeared, severalpreliminarystudies have appliedthe standard
to generic sites andto real sites. These studies have suppliedinsights into the technical
reasonablenessof the standard.
This paper draws on one of those studies: the recent assessment of the
performanceof a potential repository system at Yucca Mountainin Nevada.l That
study uses actual field data describingthe site and is therefore a concrete example of
the difficultiesthatmayarisein determining
compliance.
":,
The study is instructive for anotherreason as well. Critics often cite three
particulartechnical problemsas concreteexamplesof the difficulties with the standard.
The Yucca Mountain site contains featureswhose treatmentrequires.solutionsto those .
pr0blems, w_ich are tlie following:
.i.,
:-,
1.
The treatmentof different conceptual models that describe the behavior
of a site and are equallyconsistentwith field data.
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2.

The collection of enough site data to allow the behavior of the whole
repositorysystem to be modeled acceptably.

3.

The treatmentof uncertaintiesin the datadescribingthe site.

The Yucca Mountainstudyhas hadto wrestle with these problems,and its solutions to
them help to answerthe basic question. To emphasizethe solutions, this paperreviews
only a few partsof the study;the solutions developedin those parts are the basis for
this paper'sanswerto the fundamentalquestion.
The study makesno claim to solve these problemsdefinitively. In fact, it insists
that it is a preliminary effort intended as guidance for future work and not as a
determinationof compliance. The set of dataon which the studyrests is not complete;
it will expand greatly as the Yucca Mountain Project conducts its program of site
characterization. To suggest whether a Yucca Mountain repository would be in
compliance is thereforenot the intention of this review. The intention is to show what
the recent study reveals aboutthe ability of a scientific investigation to come to grips
with the problemsin the standard.
The rest of this section briefly reviews three of the activities performedas part
of the study and reportedin Reference 1. Each of these activities contributessome
insight into the solution of one ormore of the threetechnicalproblems.
Activity I" treatingtwo conceptualmodelsof flow
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The hydrologic investigations of Yucca Mountain have not yet established the
precise manner in which water flows there. The mountain itself consists of layers of
unsaturatedvolcanic tuff, which overlie a deep aquifer. The repository would be in the
unsaturatedrock about 300 meters below the surface and roughly 200 meters above the
aquifer. The unsaturatedrock contains little water,the scarcity of which is one of the
reasonsthe site appearsattractive. How this water moves throughthe unsaturatedrock
is importantto the behaviorof a repository. If the watermoves downwardonly slowly
and is held tightly within the rock matrix, it has little ability to reach buried waste,
dissolve it, and carry it to the aquifer. If, on the other hand, most of the water
movementoccurs in local zones of saturation(perhapsnearfracturesor other features),
the water might reachburiedwaste more easily; flee-flowing water at a containerof
waste might dissolve its contents and transport the dissolved material to the aquifer.
Some interpretationsof field data suggest a thirdpossibility: that the net movementof
water in at least some parts of the site occurs mostly throughthe gas phase and may
even be upwardinstead of downward. Such a possibility offersless potential for waste
transport than the firsttwo interpretations. Hydrologistswho study the site are able to
suggest even more interpretations,and the selection of the correct interpretationmost
await furtherdata fromthe site-characterizationprogram.
These three interpretationsare radically different. A mathematical model of
repositorybehavior that incorpgrates one of them will clearly produce estimates
releases that differ from estimates made With another of them. The technical
community has grown accustomed to calling such interpretations "alternative
conceptual models," and the uncertainty about how to handle them contributes to
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needed to establish whether any one of the conceptualmodels is correct. Whichever
model is correct, the p_ounts of water availablefor field tests are so small that the tests
have di_culty establishinghow the wateractuallymoves.
Yucca Mountain,then, poses a test of whether it is possibleto show compliance
when uncertaintiesin conceptual models are present. The recent study reported in
Reference 1 dealt with this uncertainty by taking several steps that may be an
acceptableframeworkfor dealingwith it in futurelicense applications.
As its first step, the study constructedtwo separate,weU-definedmathematical
models. Each expresses quantitativelyone of the two conceptualmodels that describe
the flow of waterin liquid form.
One of these models is the "composite=porosity"
model. It assumes that water
flows uniformlyand ubiquitouslydownwardthroughthe mountain. Its mathematical
expression is a version of Darcy's law appropriatefor unsaturatedflow in a rock that
contains numerousfTactures,as some layers of rockat Yucca Mountain do. To use this
model to produce estimates of releases, the study reviewed the available data on the
parameters that appear in the mathematical expressions; it then selected values or
disu'ibutionsof values for those parameters. In particular,it also assumed a range of
values for the flux of water at depthin the mountain--i.e., the amount of water that
moves downward through the repository and reaches the underlying aquifer. An
importantfeatureof this model is that, given the availableinformationon the ability of
the rock matrix and the fracturesto carrywater, the flow appearsto be mostly in the
matrixexcept at very high flow rates.
The other model is the "weeps" model. It assumes that the water moves through
both rockmatrixand fracturesbutthat, becauseof local saturationeffects, a significant
amount of the water flows throughthe fractures. The fracture flow is faster than the
generallyslow motion predictedby the composite-porositymodel, and for that reason it
would move radionuclidesto the aquifer in a shortertime. If a container of waste
happenedto intersect a flowing fracture,it would receive more water than it would
receive from the uniformly disuibuted flow in the composite-porositymodel. On the
other hand, the weeps model delivers water only to those containers that intersect
flowing fTactures; the composite-porosity model predicts a more nearly uniform
deliveryto all the containers.
The use of each of these models requires some mocLificationto the partof the
release calculations that describes the interaction of wa'ter with waste containers.
Those calculations, which provide the "source term"for transportcalculations, are
differentfor at least two reasons: (1) The numberof packa_esthat the water can reach
is different in the two models. (2) The mechanisms by' which water can reach a
containerare differ,:ntin saturatedandunsaturatedrock.
In choosing values and distributions for the paraz_etersin both of the flow
models and in the source-term model, the authors of the study generally made
conservative choices. When field data were not definitive, they made choices that
would tend to producelargerreleases of radioactivematerial.
.:
With these models in hand, the'study proceededto a second step.It combided
the models separately with its othermodels describing partsof the radionuclide-release
process: the source-term models alreadymentioned, a model for geochemical effects
during the transport of dissolved material, and a model for transport through the

underlying aquifer. With all these models it calculated estimates of radionuclide

releases underthe assumptionthatfirst one andthen the otherof the two flow models is
an accuratedescriptionof flow atthe site.
Finally, the study produced, as its third step, a "complementarycumulative
distribution function" for the releases estimated with the two models. The EPA
standard,in its guidancesection, recommendsthat an applicantconstructthis function,
commonly called the "CCDF,"as the way to determine compliance. A repository
system meets the standardif the CCDF for its releases lies below and to the left of the
limits shown in Figure1.
Figure 1 also shows the CCDFs estimatedwith each of the two flow models.
Neither model predicts releases that would violate the s_arldsrd.The two curves, one
for each model, lie well to the left of the noncompliance region of the graph.
Furthermore,because the modelswere constructedwith a conservativebias, the authors
of the studybelieve the two curvesoverestimatethe releases.
This process, then, is an exampleof a solution to technicalproblem1. It shows
how different, contradictoryconceptualmodels may contributeto an assessment of
compliancewith the EPA standard,even when the modelerslack enoughdatato choose
between the models. If the estimatesmade with neithermodel threatento violate the
standard,the need to make a fully defensible choice between the models disappears.
And if the constructionof the modelsmakes conservative choices, the analysis supplies
"reasonableexpectation" that the site is in compliance.
The process is also a partial example of a solution to technical problem3, the
handling of uncertainty. A fourth step, which the study does not performas fully as its
authorshope to do in the future,is uncertaintystudies, in which the modelers examine
the responseof the release estimatesto the uncertaintiesin parameterranges and in the
conceptual models. Figure 1 shows, of course, the response of the release estimates to
uncertainty in the choice of conceptual model, since the two models represent fairly
extreme interpretationsof the liquid flow at Yucca Mountain. The uncertaintystudies
can be more elaborate,however. By varying fundamentalfeatures of the two models,
the studies can investigate more fully whether there is any appreciablepossibility that
the curvesmightactually lie closer to the limits.
It is importantto realize, however,that the curvesin Figure 1 alreadyexpressthe
effects of uncertainty. They were createdby sampling from probability distributions
for the parametersin the models--distributionsthat explicitly expressuncertaintiesand
rangesof possible values. For example, the distributionassumed for flux at depth was
extended to higher fluxes than currentdata would suggest. The authors intended this
wider=than-justifieddistributionto reflect uncertaintyin currentdta and the possibility
that future climatesmaybe wetter.
These curvesdo not, of course, establishthe suitabilityof Yucca Mountain. The
site characterizationmay turn up new insights that invalidate the models or suggest
additional possibilities; scientists who review the study will disagreeabout the details
of the modeling andthe choices of parameter values. Furthermore,the CCDF for the
-'__
. final comparisonagainstthestandard will have to include ali modes of release, not just •.,
_
the aqueous modes sho_n in Figure 1".The lesson to be learnedfrom this analysis is '
that conservative estimates made with different models are likely to be amenable to
analysis under the EPA standard. The standarddoes not appear to make compliance
"1,,I..1
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Figure I. Complementarycumulative distributionfunctions for
releases from a Yucca Mountain repository along aqueous
pathways. Separatefunctions are shown for the two conceptual
models of flow.

Acti..vity2: treatin_
g i_eous intrusion,
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Among the most frequent objections to the EPA standard is the uncertainty
about the amount of data that an applicant must acquire in order to defend the estimates
of compliance--especially the data that support estimates of probabilities. Clearly,
regulators will demand a firm underpinning of the estimates of compliance, and that
underpinning must rest on a thorough understanding of the natural composition of a
repository site. Can an applicant, even in principle, gather enough data to demonstrate
compliance? The recent assessment ] of Yucca Mountain offers some examples of
answers to this question. One section of the report, because it rests on field
observations that have been conducted over several years, offers a particularly
instructive glimpse of what may be acceptable. That section estimates the effect of
basaltic igneous activity on the performance of a repository. It uses site data and
general understanding of such activity to calculate a CCDF. Like all the calculations of
CCDFs, the igneous-intrusion analysis has to model the ways in which a repository
might be affected and to estimate their probabilities of occurrence. The calculations in
Reference 1 use conservative interpretations offield data in doing these two tasks.
Previous studies have suggested many ways in which au igneous intrusion could
:"affect a reposit6ry. For example, _ intrusion might"create a dike that passes through :
"the repository and directly carries°waste to the suri'ace; an intrusion might alter the "
hydraulic properties of the underground flow system or change the chemical
characteristics of the waste. The authors of the study, wishing to estimate the more
severe effects among these possibilities, chose to estimate the consequences of the

t,
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Figure 2. The igneous-intrusionsequence: a dike penetratesa
repository,interceptsa containerof waste, and carriesfragmentsof
radioactivematerial
upto thegroundsurfaceabovetherepository.
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following sequence: an igneous intrusionacts directly on the undergroundrepository,
creatinga dike that fragmentswaste andcarriesit upwardthrougha basaltic cone atthe
ground surface. Figure2 shows this sequence.
To model this sequence defensibly, the authorssought a detaileddescriptionof
the likely behavior of a dike. Field evidence allowed them to assign a probability
distributionto the rangeof widths that the dike might have. Because the width of a
dike at Yucca Mountain is not likely to be greaterthan 3 meters or so, the dike can :
interceptonly a small numberof containersunless it happens to run along a row of t.
containers. To estimate the dike's effects, the analysts therefore had to model its
orientation, which they treatedas a randomvariable. They constructeda probability
.disL,'i'bution
for this variableby using field observatio.ns.Anotherimp.ortantvariablei_ ,.-'
"the modeling was the amount of n_atedalthat a dike can entrainas it moves Upward
thro,agh a repository. The analysts found it possible to construct a probability
distribution for this quantityby using field observationsof the amount of material that
past igneous intrusions have tom from the deep rock and carried to the surface.
Distributions for other quantifies,such as eruptionvolume, were also derived from field
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observations. In making these assignments, the authors worked both with the
documents listed in Chapter 7 of Reference I and with the authors of those documents.
To obtain values for the probability of the sequence, the authors relied on
additional field work. They computed a value for the overall probability of release due
to volcanic activity by using estimates2.3 of the frequency of volcanic eruptions.
With all this material, the study proceeded to construct a CCDF for igneous
intrusion, represented by the dike sequence. Figure 3 displays the result, lt shows that,
if the assumptions made in the modeling are correct, a dike that cuts through the
repository and carries waste to the surface would not cause a violation of the EPA
standard. The CCDF lies so far from the limits that there appears to be little possibility
of a violation unless some of the assumptions are wildly incorrect.
Nevertheless, the study included a number of sensitivity and uncertainty
analyses. Figure 4 shows the effects of increases in the eruption volume and the
fraction of rock torn from the wall alongside the dike. Other sensitivity analyses
showed similar results. These CCDFs show little reason to suspect that fiznher studies
would demonstrate violations of the standard.
The igneous-intrusion studies suggest, then, that field work can supply data in._
support of convincing arguments about compliance with the EPA standard. The field
work and its interpretation must pay careful attention to the objectives of examining
compliance. Otherwise, they may not yield all the understanding that compliance..
o_:'"analyses wil]:_need. The data sited here are particularly useful to"-the assessment"
because they came from a program specifically designed to supply understanding for
the examination of compliance.
lt may be worthwhile to repeat that studies like these are not definitive estimates
,,¢,,,,,,,I;_,_
¢,,, Yucca. _r,,,,,,_;,, Much ,_o,_ ,e,_;-_ t,, be done. For e.g,_mp!e,th_
igneous-intrusion studies will have to examine other sequences besides direct transport
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Figure 4. A sensitivity study for the igneous-intrusion calculation of

releases. In additionto the complementary
cumulativedistribution
from
Figure3, separatefunctionsare shown for calculationsthat assume
greatereruptionvolumeanda largerfractionof rocktornfromthewalls
of the intrusion.
in a dike. It will also be necessary to achieve a reasonableamountof consensus that
• the methods and results of the field studies are acceptable. Additional total-system
analyses will supply the first of these example needs; the normal processes of peer
review and comment,familiarto ali workersin scientific fields today, will supply the
' second, especially when supplementedby special reviews by regulatoryagencies. The
lesson to be learned here is that a site.characterization program can provide
•?,_L:derstandingdirectly applicableto examinationsof compliance. This understanding
_0.,it appears, come fxom studiesthat, ff donecarefully, may not requireextraordinary
tvances in the state of science. And ff the results of the complianceanalyses show
mpliance by a wide margin, the data will have contributedto the reasonable
expectationthat the standardseeks.
Activity 3: constructingprobabilitydistributions
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Both of the two activities reviewed so far have touched on the subject of
handlinguncertainty. They suggest thatuncertaintyandsensitivity analyses are useful
tools for examining compliance, especially when they embody careft_ly gathered site.
data and treatalternativeconceptualmodels appropriately.
They also show that a CCDFcontainsmuchinformationaboutuncertaintyff the
distributions assigned to parametersin the mathematical models account for the
associated uncertainties. In preparing the total-system analysis, the authors of
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the kind of uncertaintytreatmenttypifiedby the purposefulwidening of the distribution
for flux at depth, the authorsderivedsome distributionsby using a formal elicitation
process that attemptsto account for uncertaintyexplicitly andtraceably.
This process stems from a desire to create distributionfunctions that not only
express the naturaldistributions of quantities but also incorporatethe uncertainty an
analyst has in constructinga distributionfrom imperfectdata.4 The foundation of the
process is the notion of "informationalentropy,"a concept proposed in quantitative
form more than four decadesago.s If an analystdoes not know the true distributionof
a quantitythat is distributedin nature,the "maximumentropyformalism,"proposedby
Jaynes,6 suggests that the most appropriatedistributionis one that is (a) consistentwith
what is known about the natural distribution and Co) maximizes the information
entropy. Harrhas suggestedvthat the beta distributionis a useful choice for the form of
such distributions. It contains four adjustable parametersthat can be chosen to
representthe data describinga naturaldistribution.
As an experiment, the total-system assessment of Yucca Mountainused this
process in conslructing distributionsfor some of the parametersin its models--mostly
parameters in the models of igneous intrusion,flow, and radionuclidetransport. The
process began with a review of existing data about the quantities whose distributions
were to be constructed. This reviewalso drewon the definitions of those quantities for
additional informa_on: _:_rexample, the width of a dike can never be less than zero,
and the distributionof such widths shouldincorporatethat basic fact• Thenthe analysts
elicited the distributionsft'oreexpertswho used the data to estimate range, mean, and
variability for each distributed parameter. In practice, the process used interactive
graphics to facilitate the elicitation. After making a statement about range, mean, or
variability, each expert could immediately see a computer-generateddistribution that
incorporated the statement. Figure 5 shows an example of such an elicited distribution.
An important feature of the process was that the experts, in making their statements,
were in continual communicationwith the total-systemanalysts. This featurehelpedto
ensure that the informationthe expertswere giving was what the analysts needed for
their assessment.
When CCDFs are calculated from distributions constructed in this way, they
display the effects of uncertainty. Because manyof the most importantparameters in
the igneous-intrusion analysis were represented by distributions that explicitly
incorporate the analysts' uncertainty,the dike-intrusiongraphs(Figures 3 and 4) shown
earlier are examples of such displays.
Partof the solution to the problemof handlinguncertainty,then, is to construct
probability distributionsthat express uncertaintyand to use them in the models that
describe the behavior of a repositorysystem. Then the final CCDFs, which are the
primary means of examining compliance, will take those uncertainties into account
automatically. Perhaps even more important, the documentation describing the
construction of the distributions will make explicit the methods, assumptions, and
..biasesthai underlie the CCDFs. This.kind of.explicitness will be essen.ti.alwhen the
technical communityrdviewsfuturedemonstra'tionsof compliance_
"
"
""
The process that the Yucca Mountain assessment used will need further
development;more use of it will help in understandingits strengths and weaknesses
and in improvingit. Nevertheless, the recent study, though preliminary,offers three
!esson_ to be !e__rned.(1) Uncertainties can be an explicit feature of the probabilistic
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Figure5. Distribution,obtainedby elicitation,for widthsof dikesthat
mightformnearYuccaMountain.
treatmentthat the EPA standarddemands. (2) The explicitness can facilitate review
and comment during the process of examining compliance. (3)There appearto be
simple methods for makinguncertaintiesexplicit--methods that, ff developed further,
may win the endorsementof the technicalcommunity.
CONCLUSIONS: THE ANSWER TO THE QUESTION
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The conclusions to be drawn from this review are personal opinions. They
cannot be said to follow rigorously from the review, which merely demonstrates
possible solutions and does not prove compliance or lack of compliance of any
potentia! repositorysystem.
The recent total-systemassessmentuses techniquesthat are similar to what most
observersof waste managementprobablysee as techniquesthat regulatorswill expect
in a licensing process. Although it does not have a completebase of informationfrom
which to draw, it suggests that such a base, when availableaftersite characterization,
can providethe informationneeded for examiningcompliance. And it suggests thatthe
informationneeded for the examinationis not impossible to gather, especially ff the
.+
" estimates0fbehavior turnoutnot to be'close to the limitsthat the stlmdard'imposes,in
"i_:
these respects the assessmentis groundsfor optimism,as are other assessments that this
paperdoes not review.
Before one can say, however,whetherit is or is notpossible to show compliance
with the regulations,one must r_skan adclitionalquestion. If assessmentslike the recent
II

one are performedin the future--with ali the benefits of site characterizationand the
resulting increases in understanding--will they meet the regulators' needs for
"reasonableexpectation'? That need, after all, is the final test of compliance, and
analysts today can only guess what the regulatorswill ultimatelyregardas reasonable.
Regulators clearly will require much more informationthan the recent assessment
provides. But will they accept the treatment of conceptual models, field data, and
uncertainties that the recent assessmentsuggests will be "reasonable"when supported
by full site characterization?
Only the full licensing processwill answerthis question. I would say, though,
that the prognosis for successful examinationsof compliance is guardedlyencouraging.
At least, no one should now believe that no amountof data gathering and computer
analysis can even address the EPA standard. To be sure, the licensing process will
produce much disagreementand requests for additional understanding. The standard
itself, however, does not seem impossible to use. Aad the review and criticism
supplied by the technical communitycan So a long way towardmaking "reasonable
expectation" a reasonableobjectiveto aim*,"
L _
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process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Referenee herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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